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Ahtract-We give a abort geometric proof of a “nested conea” theorem answering a question eked 
by Tam& Terlaky in the Matroid Workshop of AFUDAM VII in the RUTCOR 1992. Exploiting 
polarity yieI& a theorem on “onion skins.” 
1. NESTED CONES 
In the Matroid Workshop of the “Seventh Advanced Research Institute on Discrete Applied 
Mathematics” in the Rutgers Center of Operations Research, Tam& Terlaky asked for a simple 
geometric proof of the following “nested cones” theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Let P = conv (V) s R” denote a polytop with vertex set V and uo E V. For all 
i) E V denote by d(vo, u) E MO the (uniform) distance between II and ug in the l-skeleton of P 
(i.e., the graph induced by the vertices and edges of the polytop). Let K = {u E V 1 d(uo, u) = i} 
and Ki = Ug + COlE(Vi - UO) the cone spanned by ug and the vertices having distance i. Then 
Ki+l C Ki for all i E W (cf. Figure 1). 
Figure 1. Nested cones. 
We give such a proof using a non-visiting path theorem and the following version of Farkas’ 
Lemma (c.f. [l] or [2]): 
LEMMA 1. LetV={u~,...,u,}~W” andwEIR”. Then 
w +Z cone(V) e (3a E Iw”Vu E V : aTu 10 but aTtu < 0). I 
The following theorem can easily be verified using linear programming or can be found in an 
oriented matroid setting in [3] and [4]. 
THEOREM 2. Let P E W” be a polytop, F a facet of P and U, V two vertices not adjacent to F. 
Then, there is a path in the l-skeleton of P such that no vertex on that path is adjacent to F. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. We may assume u. = OB~ and prove the equivalent assertion: 
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Assume this was false. Choose a counterexample P = conv(V). Let i denote the smallest 
index, for which such a w exists. Obviously i > 1. Since w $ cone(Vi), according to Farkas’ 
Lemma there exists a separating hyperplane and, hence, an a E R” such that aTw < 0 and 
Vu E x : aTv 2 0. Since i is minimal, this hyperplane does not separate w from Ki,1. Thus, 
there exists a u E V such that d(vo,u) = i- 1 and aTu < 0. Setting c = 3 max{aTw,aTu}, we 
consider the polyhedron P’ = P f~ {z E W” 1 aTt 5 c}. Now, the following holds: 
0 vl: r-l P’= 0. 
l If F is the facet of P’ given by aT1: = c, then all vertices of P’ not incident to F are vertices 
of P. 
l u, w E P’ \ F are vertices. 
According to Theorem 2 there is an F-non-visiting path from u to w in P’. This is also a 
vertex-edge path in P. But d(vo, u) = i - 1, d(vo, w) > i and P n Vi = 8, a contradiction. I 
2. ONION SKINS 
A polytope is the intersection of halfspaces as well as the convex hull of its vertices. F’urther- 
more, for each polytop P there is another polytop PA such that the face lattices of P and PA 
are anti-isomorphic. This is known as polarity. So, whenever one has an assertion on polytops, 
there is a polar one, too. 
Polarity means mapping points p to hyperplanes D(p) and hyperplanes h to points D(h) in a 
way that 
Incidence preservation: point p belongs to hyperplane h if and only if point D(h) belongs to 
hyperplane D(p). 
Order preservation: point p lies in the closed halfspace h+(h-) if and only if point D(h) lies 
in the closed half-space D(p)+(D(p)-). 
(c.f. [5, Observation 1.81.) 
Now, the polar version of Theorem 1 is: 
THEOREM 3. Let A be a real m x n matrix and b E JRm. Let furthermore P = P(A, b) := {z E 
R” 1 Ax < b} be a polyhedron, such that P is full dimensional and none of the inequalities 
are redundant. Let Fo be a facet and denote by e its facet equator. For any facet F with facet 
equator f, we denote by d(e, j) the distance between F and Fo in the coskeleton of the face lattice 
of P (i.e., the graph on the facets of P where two facets are adjacent, if their intersection is of 
codimension 1). Let K denote the set of all inequalities f E V satisfying d(e, f) = i and denote 
by Pi := {z E R” 1 Ae.x = b, and Av,,x 5 b,} the polyhedron defined by the ith inequalities on 
the hyperplane spanned by Fo. Then: Pi c Pi+1 for all i E N (c.f. Figure 2). 
Figure 2. Onion skins. 
PROOF. We may assume Oam is an interior point of the polyhedron and b = I[ is the vector having 
all entries equal to 1. Then, the polar is given by the convex hull PA of the rows al,. . . , a, of A. 
Consider a point p E pi, then a, E D(p) and all a/ having d(e,f) = i are in D(p)+. Applying 
Theorem 1 to PA yields that all af such that d(e, f) > i are also in D(p)+. Hence, by polarity, 
p obeys all inequalities f with d(e, f) > i. I 
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